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Abstract 

In natural language, text cannot be completely expressed by type-dependent events. This 

paper proposes the use of type-independent atomic events for the complete expression of 

text in natural language. A Chinese atomic event extraction method based on Hybrid 

Hidden Markov Model (HHMM) is developed through the analysis and extraction of 

existing events and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). HHMM includes a second-order HMM, 

a two-dimensional HMM, a hybrid Viterbi algorithm and error correction rules. The 

experimental results show that this hybrid model can extract atomic events from an 

unstructured text effectively. The precision, recall and F-score of HHMM are 74.94%, 

73.47% and 74.19% respectively.  
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1. Introduction 

The event extraction is the subfield of information extraction, studying how to express 

natural language text structurally as events, and the event usually holds the structure of 

“[Who] did [What] to [Whom] [When] and [Where]”. With the development of the Internet 
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and social microblogging, the event extraction has become a research hotspot in Natural 

Language Processing (NLP). So far, the event extraction has been widely used in many 

fields, such as information retrieval (Glavaš and Šnajder, 2013; Basile et al, 2017), social 

network and media analysis (Zhou et al, 2014; Zhou et al, 2016; Prangnawarat et al, 2015), 

textual entailment and contradiction recognition (Liu et al, 2016), stock price prediction 

(Ding et al, 2014), coreference resolution (Lee et al, 2012; Bejan and Harabagiu, 2015; Lu 

and Ng, 2017), automatic text summarization or abstraction (Pighin et al, 2014; Sun et al, 

2015), and community question answering (Nie et al, 2013). 

Most of the current event extraction studies have been focused on evaluation tasks like 

Message Understanding Conferences, Topic Detection and Tracking, Text Analysis 

Conference, Automatic Content Extraction (ACE), etc. The traditional event extraction 

methods usually regard event recognition as a classification problem, mining events from 

text via machine learning methods or event templates, which can only solve the event 

extraction problem in certain fields, types or topics. If the machine wants to analyze a 

paragraph, a discourse and even a document thoroughly, both the major events and 

affiliated events are needed. For example, the following sentence in Example 1 is selected 

from the corpus used in ACE event extraction evaluation task, and the type-dependent event 

in this sentence is expressed as Figure 1. 

Example 1: 

In Chinese: 俄罗斯总统 6 号早上也已经派遣外交部长[伊万诺夫 Artifact] [前往 

anchor] [当地 Destination] ，希望协助化解这次南斯拉夫的政治危机。  

In English: Russian president has [sent Anchor] foreign minister [Ivanov Artifact] to 

[the region Destination] in the morning, hoping to help resolve the political crisis in 

Yugoslavia. 

伊万诺夫
Anchor

前往
当地

Artifact Destination

 

Figure 1: Event for Example 1 

Figure 1 shows that although the ACE has defined eight types and thirty-three 

subtypes for the concept of event, it is hard to cover all kinds of events in a text. On the 

contrary, the atomic event can be used to express who, where, when and what in an event 

more comprehensively in a fine-grained information level. There are six typical kinds of 

semantic elements in the atomic event, i.e. Agent (“A”), Patient (“P”), Predicate (“Pred”), 

Time (“T”) and Location (“L”). In Figure 2, the sentence in Example 2 is represented as the 

following atomic event graph.  

Example 2: 
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In Chinese: [俄罗斯总统 A][6号早上 T]也已经[派遣 Pred][外交部长伊万诺夫 P] 

[前往 Pred] [当地 L] ，[希望协助 Pred][化解 Pred] [这次南斯拉夫的政治危机 P]。

 In English: [Russian president A] has [sent Pred] [foreign minister Ivanov P] to [the 

region L] [in the morning T], [hoping to help Pred][resolve Pred] [the political crisis in 

Yugoslavia P]. 

Pred

派遣
Pred

前往

Pred

希望协助
Pred

化解

6号早上 已经

俄罗斯总
统普京

当地

这次南斯拉夫
的政治危机

外交部长
伊万诺夫

T

A

A

P P

L

P A

T

 

Figure 2: Atomic event graph for Example 2 

To extract atomic events in a text, this paper proposes the HHMM, which takes the 

semantic features and the relative positions of words into account. Moreover, the error 

correction rules obtained from the K-means algorithm are used to supplement the statistical 

model.   

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. 

(1) Based on the part-of-speech features of Chinese words, the relevance between a 

state and its historical state has been concerned and a second-order HMM for atomic event 

extraction is put forward. 

(2) With the second-order HMM, the relative positions of atomic event elements have 

been taken into consideration and a two-dimensional HMM is built to extract atomic events 

from natural language text. 

(3) On the basis of the two-dimensional model, the misclassified atomic event 

elements are clustered by K-means algorithm and the error correction rules are concluded 

which can correct the atomic event extraction result of the statistical model. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related word. 

Section 3 overviews our HHMM. Section 4 then presents experiments and discussions. We 

conclude our work in Section 5.  

2. Related Work 

The event extraction can be solved by statistical methods and rule-based methods. The 

traditional approaches suffer from error propagation since event triggers and arguments are 
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predicted in isolation by independent local classifiers. Li et al (2013) put forward a joint 

framework based on structured prediction which extracts triggers and arguments together so 

that the local predictions can be mutually improved. Araki and Mitamura (2015) proposed a 

document-level structured learning model that can simultaneously identify event triggers 

and resolves event coreference. Li et al (2012) introduced two novel inference mechanisms 

to explore special characteristics in Chinese via compositional semantics inside Chinese 

triggers and discourse consistency between Chinese trigger mentions. Llorens et al (2010) 

analyzed the contribution of semantic roles to TimeML event recognition and classification. 

For that purpose, an approach using CRF with a variety of morpho-syntactic features and 

semantic roles features was developed and evaluated. Zhou et al (2014) presented a 

Bayesian model, called Latent Event Model, to extract a structured representation of events 

from social media.  

The Chinese event extraction systems suffer much from the low quality of annotated 

event corpora and the high ration of pseudo trigger mentions to true ones. Li et al (2012) 

proposed a joint model of trigger identification and event type determination. To solve the 

issue that semi-supervised model suffers much from those event mentions, which match 

infrequent patterns or have no matching pattern, Li et al (2014) proposed various kinds of 

linguistic knowledge-driven event inference mechanisms for semi-supervised Chinese 

event extraction. Chen et al (2012) employed a joint modeling approach of event extraction, 

aiming to address the error propagation problem inherent from pipeline system architecture. 

HMM (Rabiner, 1989) is a mature and classical statistical model. This model was used 

widely in recent years. Cahyadi et al (2012) proposed a constrained HMM for aligning the 

bilingual keyword list of scientific papers to obtain technical terminology dictionaries. 

Motivated by adaptive rejection sampling and heuristic search, Carter et al (2012) presented 

a method for extract optimization and sampling from high order HMMs, which is based on 

sequentially refining a lower-order language model. Engelbrecht et al (2009) introduced a 

HMMs approach that regards the user’s opinion as a continuous process evolving over time 

to predict judgements about the quality of Spoken Dialog Systems. Ramanath et al (2014) 

proposed an unsupervised model using HMMs for aligning sections of a collection of 

roughly similarly-structured legal documents. Garrette et al (2012) improved the 

MIN-GREEDY algorithm with several intuitive heuristics and demonstrate ways to learn 

HMM taggers from incomplete tag dictionaries. 

At present, most studies are focused on the type-dependent event extraction and the 

researches on type-independent atomic event extraction are relatively rare. HMM is a 

mature probability statistical model. The traditional HMM is improved in this paper to 

solve atomic event extraction. There are three differences between traditional HMM and the 
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HHMM, the first is the second-order HMM, the second is the two-dimensional HMM and 

the last is the error correction rules. 

3. HHMM 

In this section, we propose the HHMM to extract type-independent atomic events from 

Chinese text. 

 

3.1. Model Overview 

There are four essential steps included in our model and they are preparatory, model 

training, classification and error correction. The model overview is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Model overview 

(1) Preparatory 

In the preparatory step, all the sentences in the corpus are separated into words using 

LTP-cloud, the corresponding part-of-speech of each word is also annotated during word 
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segmentation and the relative position of each word should be calculated for the following 

work. As for the training corpus, annotated atomic event tags, part-of-speech tags and 

relative positions of the words in a sentence are mapped to a three-dimensional vector space. 

As for the testing corpus, part-of-speech tags and relative positions of the words in a 

sentence are mapped to a two-dimensional vector space. 

(2) Model training 

In the training step, both the parameters of the second-order HMM and the 

two-dimensional HMM should be fitted. 

(3) Classification 

In the classification stage, the atomic events are extracted from the POS tag vector and 

the relative position vector of input corpus, by the hybrid Viterbi algorithm based on the 

model parameters which are obtained from the model training step. 

(4) Error Cases Clustering and Error Correction 

Chinese is a flexible natural language and the HHMM is a probabilistic graphical 

model which only considers limited statistical features of words. As supplementary, the 

linguistic rules, taking more concrete contextual features into consideration, can be used to 

recognize the atomic events which the statistical model cannot recognize correctly. In this 

step, some of the misclassifications derived from the classification stage can be corrected.  

3.2. Definition of the HHMM 

For atomic event extraction, the hidden state sequence is the atomic event tag one of a 

sentence, expressed as S={s1, s2, ..., si, sj, ..., sT}, where T is the length of the sequence and 

st denotes the hidden state at time “t” (1≤t≤T). One observation sequence contains POS tags 

and the other one contains the relative positions. The POS tag sequence is denoted as 

PO={po1, po2, ..., poi, poj, ..., poT}, where pot is the POS tag at time “t”(1≤t≤T). The 

relative position sequence is represented as RO={ro1, ro2, ..., roi, roj, ..., roT}, where rot  is 

the relative position at time “t”(1≤t≤T). 

The HHMM is defined as ( , , , ,N M L A   
0 , , , )B B C  and the meanings of 

parameters are listed as follows. 

1) N: the number of distinct states in HHMM. For atomic event extraction, N is the 

number of atomic event element types. The set of different atomic event element types 

is denoted as E={e1, e2, ..., eN}. 

2) M and L: the number of distinct observations in HHMM. M is the number of POS tag 

types and L is the amount of distinct relative positions. The sets of POS tag types and 

relative position types can be denoted as P={p1, p2, ..., pM} and R={r1, r2, ..., rL} 

respectively. 
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3) A={aijk}: the state transition probability matrix. For atomic event extraction, aijk is the 

probability that the model will move from the tag pair (ei, ej) to the tag ek. 

4) B0 ={bj(k)} and B={bij(k)}: the distribution probability matrix of the POS tag observation. 

The bj(k) is the probability that the kth type of POS tag pk will be emitted when the 

model is in state ej at the beginning of the state sequence. The bij(k) is the probability 

that the kth type of POS tag pk  will be emitted when the model stands in state ej and 

the previous state is ei. 

5) C={cj(k)}: the relative position observation distribution matrix. The cj(k) is the 

probability that the kth type of relative position rk will be emitted when the model 

stands in state ej. 

6) π={πi}: the initial state distribution. The πi is the probability that the model will start in 

state ei. 

The parameters of the second-order HMM and the two-dimensional HMM will be 

introduced in the following two subsections in detail. 

3.2.1. Second-order HMM 

The traditional first-order HMM does not consider the effect of contextual features, namely 

the relevance between the current state and its historical state, which will affect the 

transition probability and the observation distribution. The second-order HMM can 

compensate exactly for the above issues. The structures of the second-order HMM is shown 

in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: The structure of the second-order HMM 

In the second-order HMM, the initial state distribution probability matrix, the state 

transition probability matrix and the POS tag observation distribution probability matrix are 

learned from the totally annotated training corpus in a statistical way by the Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation algorithm (MLE). On the basis of the definition of the HHMM and 

the procedure of the MLE, the key formulas in the MLE can be derived as follows. 
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The initial state distribution probability can be calculated by the formula (1).  

[0, ]

( )
 ( [1, ])

( )

i
i

j

j N

c e
i N

c e




 


        (1) 

where ( )ic e indicates the sum of the sequences starting from the state ei in fully annotated 

training corpus and 

[0, ]

( )j

j N

c e


  denotes the sum of the sequences starting from any state 

in the fully annotated training corpus. 

The state transition probability can be computed by the following formula (2). 

1 2
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ijk t k t j t i

i j l

l N
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(2) 

where ( , , )i j kc e e e  indicates the sum of the times with the state ei at time “t-2”, the state ej 

at time “t-1” and the destination state ek at time “t”, and 

[1, ]

( , , )i j l

l N

c e e e


  indicates the 

sum of the times with the state ei at time “t-2”, the state ej at time “t-1” and the destination 

state el which might be any type of atomic event tag at time “t”. 

The following formula (3) and formula (4) can be used to calculate the POS tag 

observation distribution probability. 

0

( ) 1 1

[1, ]

( , )
( | )    ( [1, ], [1, ])

( , )

j k

j k k j

j l

l M

c e p
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 (3) 

where ( , )j kc e p  denotes the sum of the times with the state ej at time “1” and the 

corresponding POS tag observation pk，and 

[1, ]

( , )j l

l M

c e p


  means the sum of the times 

with the state ej at time “1” and the corresponding POS tag observation pl which might be 

any type of POS tag. 

( ) 1
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( , , )
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(4)

 

where ( , , )i j kc e e p  represents the sum of the times that the state ei at time “t-1”,  the 
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state ej at time “t” and the POS tag observation pk  at time “t” ，and 

[1, ]

( , , )i j l

l M

c e e p


  

means the sum of the times that the state ei at time “t-1”,  the state ej at time “t” and the 

POS tag observation pl which might be any type of POS tag at time “t”. 

3.2.2. Two-dimensional HMM 

With the observed POS tag, the structure of Chinese sentence and the distribution of 

different atomic event elements in Chinese sentence are effective to distinct different 

atomic event elements, composed of the words which have the same or similar POS tags. 

For example, most of the Agent elements and Patient elements are composed of the words 

who hold the POS tag with noun. It is difficult to deduce which kind of atomic event 

elements belongs to relying solely on the POS tag observations. However, the relative 

positions will be helpful because Agent elements usually locate on the front of a sentence 

and Patient elements usually occur at the behind of an atomic event Predicate. The 

two-dimensional HMM is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: The structure of the two-dimensional HMM 

To make use of the two-dimensional HMM, the model parameters should be learned 

from the training corpus by MLE as same as the second-order HMM. The relative position 

distribution probability matrix is the only one parameter that needs to be learned in this 

phrase because the other parameters have been built during the estimation of the 

second-order HMM. Assumed that there are ten relative positions of the words in a 

sentence, namely from number “1” to “10”, the formula (5) can calculate the relative 

position of a word in a sentence. 

10* /   ( [1, ])iro i T i T         (5) 
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The relative position observation distribution probability can be computed by the 

following formula (6). 

( )

[1, ]

( , )
( | ) ( [1, ], [1, ], [1, ])

( , )

j k

j k t k t j

j l

l L

c e r
c P ro r s e j N t T k L

c e r


      


   (6) 

where ( , )j kc e r  indicates the sum of the times with the state ej at time “t”,  and the 

corresponding relative position observation rk and  

[1, ]

( , )j l

l L

c e r


  denotes the sum of the 

times with the state ej at time “t”, and the corresponding relative position observation rl 

which might be any relative position.  

3.3. Hybrid Viterbi algorithm 

In our model, given a sequence of POS tag observations PO={po0, po1, ..., poT},  a 

sequence of relative position observations RO={ro0, ro1, ..., roT} and the HHMM 

0( , , , , , ,N M L A B B   , )C  , we try to find a state sequence S to maximize the 

probability P(S|PO, RO, λ). The optimal state sequence S is denoted as S*=(s1
*, s2

*, ..., sT
*).  

  

There are two Viterbi variables, 1( )i and , 1( , )t t j k  , and a memory variable 

, 1( )t t k  , need to be defined. 1( )i  is the probability of observation sequences PO and 

RO with the starting state ei. The , 1( , )t t j k   is the maximal probability of observation 

sequences PO and RO with the state ej at time “t” and the state ek at time “t+1”.The 

, 1( )t t k   is the optimal state at time “t” with the state ej at time “t+1”. The formulas 

(7)-(11) that used in the hybrid Viterbi algorithm are shown as follows. 

1

0 0

1 ( ) ( )( ) log( ) log( ) log( ), [1, ]
ii i po i roi b c i N         (7) 

2 21,2 1 ( ) ( )
, [1, ]

( , ) max ( ( ) log( )) log( ) log( ), , [1, ]ij ij po j ro
i j N

i j i a b c i j N  


          (8) 
 

1 1, 1 1, ( ) ( )
, , [1, ], [2, 1]

( , ) max ( ( , ) log( )) log( ) log( ),

, [1, ], [2, 1]

t tt t t t ijk jk po k ro
i j k N t T

j k i j a b c

j k N t T

  
  

  
   

    
(9)
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1,2 1
[1, ]

( ) arg max( ( ) log( ))  [1, ]ij
i N

j i a j N 


  ，                    (10) 

, 1 1,( ) arg max( ( , ) log( )), , , [1, ], [2, 1]t t t t ijk
j

k i j a i j k N t T          (11) 

The μ in above formulas is to control the influence degree of relative position. 

Algorithm 1 illustrates how to find the most likely state sequence by the hybrid Viterbi 

algorithm. 

 

Algorithm 1: the hybrid Viterbi Algorithm 

input: POS tag observation sequence PO 

relative position observation sequence RO 

HHMM: 
0( , , , , , , , )N M L A B B C   

output: the most likely state sequence S* 

//initialization 

for i from 1 to N 

calculate 1( )i  by formula (7); 

end for 
for j from 1 to N 

for i from 1 to N 

    calculate 1,2 ( , )i j  by formula (8); 

    calculate 1,2 ( )j  by formula (10); 

end for 

end for 
//recursion 

for t from 2 to T-1 

for k from 1 to N 

    for i from 1 to N 

        for j from 1 to N 

            calculate , 1( , )t t j k   by formula (9); 

            calculate , 1( )t t k   by formula (11); 

        end for 

    end for 

end for 

end for 
//searching for the optimal states sequence 

*

1,Targ max[ ( )];T T
j

s j   

for t from T-1 to 1  

calculate the tth state by 
* *

, 1 1( )t t t ts s   ; 

end for 
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3.4. Error Correction 

Considering the efficiency of statistical model, the number of features and the range of 

contextual features are limited. Besides, the more features to be taken into account, the 

more annotated training corpus are needed to fit model parameters. Therefore, it is difficult 

to distinguish some different types of atomic event elements depending on a few of 

contextual features. This paper makes use of the K-means clustering algorithm to analyze 

the error cases. At first, the error cases can be classified into six classes depending on their 

right atomic event element types, and then all error cases of each type will be clustered into 

three subtypes. The contextual features vector is essential for clustering. For a word in a 

sentence of training corpus, its contextual features vector of this error case is 

(e’,p,p1,p2,p3,p4), where e  is the annotated tag, e’ is the extracted tag, p is the POS tag, p1 

and p2 are the POS tags of the previous two words, p3 and p4 are the POS tags of the 

following two words.  

The K-means algorithm will be executed once for each parent type. For a parent type, 

three subtype cluster centers can be worked out. While correcting the error recognition for a 

word, firstly, according to the result of the hybrid model, make sure which parent type does 

the error most likely belong to, secondly, calculate the distance between the contextual 

feature vectors of the words and three subclass cluster centers, and finally, correct the error 

if the distance is less than a threshold T which is calculated during the training procedure. 

The threshold T for a parent class is calculated by: 

2 2

[1, ] [1, ] [1, ] [1, ]

| | | |

(1 )

i j i j

i e j k i A e j k

p m p m

T
e A e

 
    

 

  


   
    (12) 

where A is the number of parent class atomic event elements in training corpus, e is the 

number of misclassified parent class atomic event elements in the statistical result, pi is the 

corresponding contextual feature vector, mj is the jth subclass cluster centers,   is the 

coefficient to coordinate the influences of two augends. 

When the distance between a word and two or more cluster centers is less than the 

corresponding threshold, it will obey the priority sequence of atomic event elements. The 

priority sequence is: “T” = “L” > “A” = “P” = “Pred” > “N”. For example, according to the 

computing results, the type of an atomic event element can be both “A” and “L”, it will be 

corrected into “L” depending on the priority sequence.  

4. Experimental Results 

Although there are some evaluation tasks and evaluation corpus for Chinese event 

extraction, these resources are concerned about type-related event extraction and the best 

F-score of the type-dependent Chinese event extraction on ACE corpus until 2014 is 53.9% 
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(Li et al, 2012). Currently, the research on type-independent Chinese atomic event 

extraction is rare and there is no standard corpus for public evaluation. The corpus used in 

this paper is from the RITE task in NTCIR-9, containing 1414 sentences. We manually 

annotated all atomic events in the corpus, and the atomic event element distribution is 

shown in Table 1. The detailed annotating process with human beings is as follows. 

(1) All the annotators are divided into 3 groups and annotate all corpus independently, 

and the only discussion within the same group is allowed; 

(2) The consistency among three annotated results is checked out. For a sentence, if 

the three groups’ annotated results are consistent, we think the result is right; 

(3) For the inconsistent atomic event elements, all the annotators will vote to decide 

which one is the appropriate annotated result. 

Type Atomic event elements Count 

0 A(Agent) 1571 

1 Pred(Predicate) 861 

2 P(Patient) 2569 

3 T(Time) 449 

4 L(Location) 443 

5 N(Not an atomic event element) 2310 

Table 1: Atomic event elements annotated result in NTCIR-9 RITE corpus 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we use P(Precision), R(Recall) 

and F(F1-measure) which are used in the general information extraction systems 

(Macqueen, 1967). At first, we calculate all precisions, recalls and F1-measures for each 

type atomic event elements, and then evaluate the overall performance without counting 

“N” elements. 

The overall experiment results of the atomic event extraction from Chinese texts are 

listed in the following Table 2. 

Method P R F 

Baseline 54.64% 58.74% 56.61% 

+Second-order HMM 58.14% 58.88% 58.51% 

+Two-dimensional HMM 57.89% 63.43% 60.53% 

+Error Correction 74.94% 73.47% 74.19% 

Table 2: Overall performances of all the models 

In Table 2, the F-score of the baseline system is 56.61%. The second-order HMM, 

which considers the relevance between the current state and its historical state, makes 1.9% 

promotion. The two-dimensional HMM, which takes the relative position and the POS tag 
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features into account, gets 3.92% promotion comparing with the baseline model. The error 

correction rules, which are obtained from the error cases by the K-means algorithm, has 

13.66% promotion comparing with the two-dimensional HMM and makes 17.58% 

promotion comparing with the baseline model. The performances of the baseline and the 

second-order HMM are shown in Table 3. 

Model first-order HMM second-order HMM 

% P R F P R F 

A 61.77 57.80 59.72 60.96 63.91 62.40 

Pred 54.89 63.18 58.75 59.34 60.16 59.75 

P 49.72 64.54 56.17 55.70 59.67 57.62 

T 78.30 59.47 67.59 72.11 61.02 66.10 

bL 36.02 17.16 23.24 41.52 25.96 31.94 

N 73.51 58.40 65.09 62.58 60.39 61.47 

Overall 54.64 58.74 56.61 58.14 58.88 58.51 

Table 3: The performances of the first-order HMM and the second-order HMM 

With the historical states in the second-order HMM, the extraction accuracy of the 

event elements “A”, “Pred”, “P” and “L” have been made an improvement, especially event 

element “L”. This phenomenon indicates that it is effective to take the historical states into 

account in the atomic event extraction. Comparing with the other event elements, the “T” 

and “N” have a slight decline in the extraction accuracy. According to the analysis of the 

specific extraction data in Table 4, we can drive the conclusion that both the extracted 

amount and the exactly extracted amount of “N” and “T” go up, which makes the precision 

decline a lot and the recall increase a little.   

 T N 

 HMM1 HMM2 HMM1 HMM2 

Annotated 449 449 2310 2310 

Extracted 341 380 1835 2229 

Exactly Extracted 267 274 1349 1395 

Table 4: atomic event elements “T” and “N” 

As for the two-dimensional HMM, during the training phase, the coefficient μ is 

searched from 0 to 1 with the step 0.1, and the performances of models with the different μ 

are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Performances of Two-Dimensional HMMs with different μ 

As shown in Figure 6, with the increasing of μ, precision will get lower and lower. 

When the coefficient is between 0 and 0.6, the recall will get higher and higher. However, 

when the coefficient is bigger than 0.6, the recall is declined. If the coefficient μ is assigned 

0.5, the overall performance of the model is the best. 

 A Pred P T L N 

A 1099 45 258 16 36 95 

Pred 92 500 204 8 11 44 

P 300 142 1724 35 68 210 

T 56 17 44 280 1 17 

L 121 16 142 13 128 13 

N 277 133 506 36 36 1300 

Table 5: Confusion matrix of Two-Dimensional HMM 

The confusion matrix of the results derived from the two-dimensional HMM is shown 

in Table 5. From Table 5, it can be found directly that the concrete recognition data for each 

type atomic event elements. For example, the number 258 at first row and the third column 

indicates there are 258 annotated “A” in the testing corpus was recognized as “P” in the 

statistical model. In the process of training, analyzing the error cases by the K-means 

algorithm to summarize the error correction rules in a statistical way. For each type of 

atomic events, there are three typical error cases cluster centers. In the process of test, 

calculate the distances between the contextual feature vector of the words in statistical 

model result and error case cluster centers by formula 12. As there is a corresponding 

threshold “T” for each type atomic event elements, there are 6 thresholds need to be 
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calculated. For each threshold,   coordinates the influences of two augends in formula 15. 

For each, the range is from 0 to 1 and the step is 0.1. Table 6 illustrates the confusion matrix 

after errors correction, and this table shows the best performances of each type atomic event 

elements with the optimal correspondings in the last column.  

 A Pred P T L N   

A 1221 48 103 17 39 119 0.6 

Tri 53 679 64 8 11 44 0.4 

P 74 168 1741 47 98 347 0.4 

T 24 17 3 353 1 17 0.6 

L 69 16 12 13 310 13 0.5 

N 104 147 91 37 41 1868 0.6 

Table 6:  Confusion matrix after errors correction 

Comparing the two confusion matrixes in Table 5 and Table 6, it is obvious that many 

errors are corrected by error correction rules, especially the most centralized error classes 

for each type atomic event elements. However, there are still some errors are not corrected, 

the reason is the error cases are too small that it is not enough to affect the cluster center, as 

a result, the distances between these errors and the error clusters will be too far.   

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, a hybrid hidden Markov model is put forward for atomic event extraction 

which can structure the natural language text as atomic event graph more comprehensively 

than type-dependent event extraction. Compared with the first-order HMM, the 

second-order HMM takes the transition and observation of current state and its historical 

state into account. The traditional one-dimensional HMM is expanded to the 

two-dimensional HMM, both the relative position feature and the POS feature have been 

taken into consideration in the atomic event extraction. Moreover, as a supplement to the 

statistical model, error correction rules are concluded from error cases and experiment 

results show that they are effective to improve the performance of our model. 

In future work, we will further improve the atomic event extraction statistical model 

with more rich and effective features. In order to learn the deep semantic of atomic events, 

we can conduct a cluster analysis on a large number of atomic events and define types on 

the basis of clustering result. 
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